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C R A C K I N G

U N D E R

T H E

' P R E S S ' U R E ?

This final issue of The Fourth Estate for SBSMUN2017 will be focusing
on the press conferences conducted in each committee on Day 3. The
International Press had observed that most committees were
continuously getting sidetracked, leaving a multitude of unanswered
questions. The press picked up on these questions and by means of the
conference, enabled the delegates to address the same. Positions were
made distinct; ambiguity was clarified. Read on to see how the delegates
of each committee responded to the press's limelight. Did they let the
pressure get to them, or did they manage to hold their own under the
scrutiny of The Fourth Estate?

-The Editors
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A R A B

L E A D E R S

M E E T

Journalists: Tanvi Jhunjhunwala and Tanya Gupta
Cartoonist: Saloni Singh
Photographers: Ahaan Jain and Sonali Garg
Tanvi (to the delegates of Iran): Given the

effectively formed, however, if any Arab country is

recent crisis updates and statements made by

directly provoked, they can expect support from

the dignitaries representing Egypt, do you have

Iran.

reason to question their loyalty towards the

Yemen: It can be done, together we will be a strong

Arab league?

force. However, I do not see many chances of this

Iran: Yes, we do believe that Egypt’s loyalty

happening until much later. Current circumstances

to the Arab League can be questioned, because

have caused countries like Syria to go to war, and

they are allying with the USSR. It is a known

while I am not with them currently, does not mean

fact that the USSR was trading armaments with

that I never will be.

Israel, and hence, it is like allying with the
Arab League’s enemy.

Tanya (to all): You wanted to declare war against
Israel; do you have any reason for doing so other

Tanvi (to Iran): Why do you think Egypt’s

than the fact that they are committing atrocities

pro-war approach is a reckless move?

against your Arab brothers in Palestine?

Iran: This is because the Egypt’s plan has

Egypt: We believe that crimes against our brethren

several flaws, namely:

in Palestine is incentive enough for us to start war.

-Failure to provide the league with a proper

Yemen: They are our brothers and the Jews cannot

strategy

terrorise them without repercussions.

-Inability to understand that the Israeli army is
twice the size of the army possessed by the
Arab League

Tanya (to Egypt): Do you still maintain that
military confrontation against Israel is a good

-Recklessly inviting the USSR to the Arab side,

course of action for the league?

which can provoke action from the United

Egypt: The Jews have assassinated 22 of our

states, the only country currently possessing

emissaries, 22 civilians that bore new ill-will

nuclear power

towards Israel. We assume this as an act of war and
after this point we do not believe that they deserve

Tanvi (to all): What is your final opinion on

peace.

the formation of an Arab league, considering
that the debate has circulated on how this might

Tanya (to Iran): Do you not believe that sending

be a ‘phony’ or ‘strategic’ move?

troops into the Jerusalem contradicts your stance of

Egypt: Arab nations coming together to form

neutrality?

the army is imperative, given the threat

Iran: No, we do not. These forces will provide a

proposed by the formation of the Israeli state

physical barrier that shall shelter the city of

Iran: The Arab nations have neither the loyalty

Jerusalem, which was originally an ‘International

nor the manpower for such a league to be

City’.

U N

S E C U R I T Y

C O U N C I L

Journalists: Aamiya Dhillon and Kabir Rajgarhia
Cartoonist: Trisha Pramanik
Photographers: Khushi Bhasin and Mehul Sapra
Aamiya: This question is directed to the

shared concern about protection and China

United States of America. The recent thread of

impudently dismiss anything of the sort.

tweets posted by President Trump directly
targets the the government of China, saying, I

Kabir: To the delegate of Russia, would you

quote “they do NOTHING for us with North

not agree that the USA’s presence in Guam has

Korea, just talk. We will no longer allow this

inhibited North Korea’s nuclear advancement

to continue. China could easily solve this

and their misuse of said advancements in the

problem!” What does the President imply by

form of threats?

saying ‘we’ll no longer allow this to continue’

Russia: I strongly believe that the reason for

and how does this affect your approach to the

North Korea’s aggression in the South East

South China Sea conflict, today in committee?

region with special emphasis on Guam is the

USA: So like our President Trump mentioned

presence of US troops. I do, however, do not

China does nothing but say that it will help us

think US’s presence has done anything to

with North Korea’s nuclear threat. However,

impede the nuclear advancements of North

saying something and doing something are

Korea. In fact, it may have been a catalyst.

two very different things. Secondly, the USA

North Korea is a country that withholds all

has said before that we prefer bilateral

information about themselves, keeps (foreign)

negotiations however, we have stated that

media at a distance and heavily omits, edits

under Article 51 we will retaliate if North

and censors information. Their willingness at

Korea targets our country.

giving information about their nuclear force, to
the point where they flaunt it is a clear

Kabir: To the delegate of Japan, you are

indication of that USA is not a deterrent.

concerned about China’s advancement in their
armament and growth in military strength.

Kabir: To the delegate of USA, you are keen

However, could this be attributed to the

on having a strong presence in

imposing military presence of your allies, the

Guam due to the threat from North Korea.

USA?

Isn’t Guam on the North Korean

Japan: Japan is concerned about China’s

radar solely due to your presence?

actions and attitude towards this situation.

USA: The USA is heavily involved within

However, the root of our trepidation is our

Guam due to its strategic importance. North

disagreement with China’s blatant violation of

Korea is not the only country that makes Guam

human rights and complete disregard about the

so important to the USA. The situation of the

quality of life, the livelihoods of their people

South China Sea is a significant crisis which is

and the people of those around them. There

a very influential aspect for the USA and their

have been many instances in which innocents

decisions about Guam. Guam also enables the

have been killed; the Philippines’ fisherman is

USA to protect the its allies should the fragile

one of many. We are convinced of the USA’s

state of the South East deteriorate further. We

recognize our potential endangerment of

aren’t even considered American citizens. Does

Guam due to North Korean aggression and

this imply that the countries who choose to

hostility towards the USA. However, we also

voice the stance of Guam only do so for their

recognise our ability to protect Guam as well

own political gains?

as our allies.

Egypt: Egypt believes that all citizens have the
right to self-determination. Egypt is not aware

Aamiya: The Security Council has only

of the extent of military presence in other

discussed the situation in Guam at length,

territories but there is heavy military presence

neglecting other unincorporated territories

in Guam and considering its close proximity to

such as the American Samoa whose residents

South China Sea, we have focused on it.

STAKEHOLDERS

MEET

ON

CENSORSHIP

Journalists: Shruti Kumar and Meyha Bishnoi
Cartoonist: Reeha Das
Photographer: Shyla Chopra

On the last day of the Stakeholders Meet on Film Censorship, debate reached a pinnacle.
In order to precisely dissect the dynamic of the current situation of film censorship, it was
necessary to delve further into the working and thought process behind the statements
made by certain delegates. The press conference was a platform that allowed us to sift
through the mindsets of the delegates, and the Executive Board as well, while also
gaining insight on how some delegates perceive the others.

Journalists (to Shyam Benegal): Would you

Journalists (to Leela Samson): On the subject

say that countries with more censorship have

of freedom of expression you have said that

less violent and sexual crime?

“nobody should dictate that to anybody else.”,

Shyam: This is a tough question but I believe

Would you suggest an absolute freedom of

that movies alone do not propagate violence. It

expression given the evident consequences?

is within the character of the person, their

Leela: I strongly believe that there should be

thought process. I would say that movies

absolute freedom of expression. However, our

(audiovisual media) act as a catalyst and

nation is culturally and ethnically extremely

therefore they aren't the sole reason for the

diverse, so censorship must be practiced to a

violent or sexual crime within a country.

certain degree. On this count, I do agree with

Censorship cannot prevent the thought process,

Mr. Nihalani, despite our differing views on

however backward, of a nation.

most matters.

Journalists (to Pahlaj Nihalani):You have said

Journalists (to Kamal Haasan): Would you

multiple times that the cutting of scenes or the

say that the patriarchal element of our society

bleeping of words is done by the CBFC for a

influences the decisions made by the CBFC?

specific purpose. What reason would you give

Kamal: Patriarchy is an element that has been

for the bleeping of the word ‘cow’ from the

ingrained in the fabric of our society since the

documentary based on Amartya Sen? (if reason

beginning of time. Although other nations may

given) In this situation what guidelines were the

have moved beyond this belief, India is still

basis of this decision? Was it a result of political

stuck in it. A majority of people believe that

influence in the censorship sector?

men are better than women and so, naturally,

Pahlaj: This censorship was done to

certain members of the CBFC have this mindset

avoid hurting the sentiments of the Muslim

as well. Based on recent controversies, it is

community. No, there is no political influence in

pretty clear that their own opinions and

the censorship sector.

prejudices play a role in the decision making
process. (To this, Leela Samson adds - ) I would

Journalists (to Anand Patwardan): It has been

like to add that although patriarchy does

stated multiple times that the

influence the decisions made, it is just the tip of

guidelines mentioned in Clause (2) of Article 19

an iceberg. The CBFC’s double standards are

clearly states what can and cannot be showcased

largely to blame for this.

on screen. If this is the case, how can you have a
definition of morality or decency that is the

Journalists (to Kamal Haasan):

same for each citizen?

have to say about the way the Chairman of the

Anand: I believe that the guidelines mentioned

CBFC acts like he is a sole entity, and not the

in the Cinematograph Act of 1952 are of an

leader of an organisation?

ambiguous nature but the ones stated under

Kamal: Oh, I have a lot to say about that! The

Article 19 are well-defined. What I

position of chairman of the CBFC, in my

would

What do you

recommend however, would be a reform of the

opinion, is a very noble position. One is

guidelines stated under the Cinematograph Act

responsible for the trust and safety of the

of 1952.

nation’s citizens. Any person in this position

must adapt to their job regardless of their

Journalists (to the Rapporteur): What do

personal beliefs. As chairperson, Mr. Nihalani

you think is to blame for the double standards

is in a position of power, and in some ways his

that influence the CBFC’s decisions while

political beliefs and affiliations seep into the

censoring or banning certain films, and not

decisions he makes, which shows how citizens

others?

might be putting their trust in a questionable

Rapporteur: In recent years there have been

place.

multiple controversies surrounding the CBFC.
A major reason for this is the Constitutional

Journalists (to the Vice-Chair): Do you

guidelines which in my opinion are rather

think having a small board solely dedicated to

ambiguous. There is definitively some level

the prevention of online piracy would be a

of political influence in the decision making

step in the right direction, or do you think the

process, which has only increased since Mr.

CBFC’s current steps are sufficient?

Nihalani became Chairman of the CBFC. I

Vice-Chair: In my opinion, the CBFC has too

feel that the prevention of these double

much on its plate. If they were given this

standards is possible. The CBFC should

responsibility as well, chances are the quality

recognise its independence and not be

of work would degrade due to the large

influenced by the opinions of the current

amount they are required to tackle.

ruling political party. The CBFC must also

Additionally, I also feel that any prejudices on

practise transparency in all their decision

the part of the CBFC may make their way into

making processes. Additionally, by having a

the final decision making process. It would be

better connection with the general public, the

best to have a separate board that could deal

board could act as a bridge between the

with the prevention of piracy as a whole.

people and the decisions made by the board.

T H E

F U T U R I S T I C

B U N D E S T A G

Journalists: Imran Batra and Ajay Dhamanda
Cartoonist: Danya Sethy
Photographer: Simran Sanan

Over the past three days, the Bundestag had

Our first question was for representatives of

been discussing various topics pertaining to

the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), the

the agenda. However, by the third day, there

current ruling party. The CDU has, for a

were still many unanswered questions that

long time, been preaching collective security

the committee needed to talk about.

and has showed its strong support for the EU

Furthermore, there were several incomplete

and. However, recently, they have

arguments that the committee seemed to

seemingly been ignoring the rising number

have forgotten about. So at today’s press

of disadvantages that come with being in the

conference today, our aim was clear- to get

EU.

replies to unanswered questions and help
conclude those that had been left

The German people, on the other hand, have

incomplete.

showed their dissatisfaction with the EU in

a recent referendum held on the matter, with

far-right politician known for his anti-

56% voting to leave it. So the question arose-

immigrant stance, had replaced Angela

how far was the CDU willing to go to uphold

Merkel as Chancellor. The President of

multilateralism? Were they fine with

Germany had resigned, Germany was of

overlooking their own citizens’ wishes to help

course trying to leave the EU, much like it left

those of other countries? Did they value

the League of Nations under Hitler, and was

multilateralism over the future of Germany

generally trying to become an independent

itself? Angela Merkel, the leader of the party,

state. Was this an indication that Germany

and Thomas de Maizière, the Minister of the

was heading down a path that would lead

Interior made the aims of the CDU clear, saying

them to another holocaust, or perhaps even

that they did in fact prioritise collective security.

another war?

Our second question was about one of the topics

The Socialist Party of Germany (SPD) had a

that kept coming up during discussions-

lot to say about this, showing their disapproval

immigration. The delegates were constantly

of Petry’s Alternative for Germany (AfD)

trying to justify or criticise the actions of the

party, and claiming that the AfD was “willing

German government in regards to immigration.

to go as far as killing immigrants”. The CDU,

But they never actually discussed whether or not

however, didn’t agree with the SPD here,

those actions had anything to do with Germany’s

saying that they had exaggerated the severity

membership in the European Union. Would

of the current circumstances, supporting their

leaving the EU necessarily change Germany’s

argument by talking of the current coalition

immigration policy, and was the immigration

between the CDU and the AfD that illustrated

policy the main reason for Germany’s potential

that the AfD was far more tolerant and liberal

exit from the EU?

than the Nazi Party. “Although their ideology
is far-right, much like the Nazis, their actions

The committee seemed quite unanimous when it

are in the best interest of Germany”, said

came to this question, saying across parties that

Angela Merkel, asserting that the AfD’s anti-

it was one of the most prominent causes for the

immigrant stance was nothing like the Nazi

public’s disapproval of the EU. The committee

Party’s anti-Semitic ideology.

was a little divided when it came to the question
of the policy changing in case of a German EU

It seemed that although the committee had left

exit. Most members of the CDU said that the

many questions unanswered or incomplete,

policy would change very little, if at all, while all

this brief discussion had addressed them and

other parties agreed that it desperately needed to

made the delegates’ stances more clear and

be changed.

polished. Moreover, the ideologies and aims
behind their bloc formation was brought to

Our final question was one pertaining to the

light as well. All the core questions regarding

resemblance of the Bundestag to the Nazi-

the agenda had been answered, and the

dominated Reichstag of 1933. Frauke Petry, a

committee was back on track.

U N

H U M A N

R I G H T S

C O U N C I L

Journalists: Kanak Kantor, Kavya Joshi and Jahnavi Nair
Cartoonist: NIkita Kapoor and Saisha Koul
Photographer: Mehul Sapra

The highlight of the third day of the UNHRC

speeches, he constantly mentioned that the sharia

was the press conference held after session one.

law was implemented to protect the women of

It was a focused questioning session to particular

the country. However, certain questions rose up

delegates and yielded a lot of information.

in the minds of the press which are mentioned
and answered below.

The delegate of Germany was questioned by the
press towards the state of affairs in the country.

Press: The Women’s rights in Saudi Arabia are
restricted to the wishes of their men guardians.

Press: You keep stating that the citizens of your

Unwritten laws such as permission of their

country receive their rights and are not violated.

guardians to travel, education, employment, for

What is your stand on the invasive, traumatizing

marriage/ divorce etcetera are followed. How is

and unnecessarily performed on children born

this equality?

with sex characteristics that do not fit within the

Saudi Arabia: These rights are implemented

norm of male or female?

order to ensure safety for the women of Saudi

Germany: The delegate doesn’t deny that there

Arabia. They might be vulnerable if they travel

are violation of human rights and the delegate

alone or roam the streets without a male

never said that every citizen’s right was

guardian.

safeguarded. These procedures are done

Press: However, how does this mindset allow

undercover and it is up to the parents if they

you to restrict the education for girls?

want their child to be discriminated in the future

Saudi Arabia: If girls are educated, they tend to

or not.

report false rape cases and reports against men.

Press: Do you feel that the parents of these

Press: However, you do not provide women the

children have the right to take away the rights of

right even to report to the police, let alone a rape

their children in any way?

case.

Germany: The delegate is trying to tell the press

Saudi Arabia: Well, there are a few false cases

why these procedures take place. The parents of

and we would like to prevent that, thus we

these children want to protect their kids from

restrict their education.

discriminated in the future. Germany is already
undertaking steps to prevent such illegal

Next was the delegate of the United Arab

procedures from happening and the delegate still

Emirates, who was questioned on her

stands on his statement that these are not

contradicting opinions on the sharia law in Saudi

justified.

Arabia, considering the fact that the penal code
of UAE has elements of the sharia law.

The next delegate who was questioned was the
delegate of Saudi Arabia. In his previous

Press: You question Saudi Arabia, if sharia law

protects truly protects and safeguards the human
rights of the females, but you failed to mention
that the UAE penal code derives elements from
the sharia law. Are you saying that you disagree
with your legal system?
UAE: The government of UAE unlike that of
Saudi Arabia does not believe in the absolute
power of sharia law and does not hold the power
of the sharia law over that of the UN UDHR. It
in no means promotes gender discrimination.
Press: But there have been numerous reports of
unmarried pregnant women being prosecuted
due to their unmarried position. In the past 5
years, over 240 British women have been taken
into custody for so called ‘false’ reports.
UAE: The government does not completely
follow the sharia law, only elements of it.

U N

E C O N O M I C

A N D

S O C I A L

C O U N C I L

Journalists: Rupalika Johri, Devina Bhatnagar and Gayatri Singh
Cartoonist: Anjali Choudhary
Photographer: Anushree Dhingra

Journalist (to Brazil): You stated in the

Journalist (to Argentina): You've said that the

moderated caucus for preservation of

indigenous peoples spiritual relationship with

indigenous cultures from tourism that the

their heritage is harmed and hence continuous

indigenous people do not want tourism, and

dialogue is needed. Explain how continuous

that small bridge forces should be formed

dialogue with the indigenous people would

between indigenous people. Do you not

affect their spiritual relationship with their

think that will marginalize indigenous

heritage.

people from society even more than they are

Argentina: Continuous dialogue of various

now?

organizations with the indigenous communities

Brazil: The majority of the indigenous

would prevent them from getting displaced from

people do not want tourism in their areas

their land. Cultural tourism and practices would

because they are not getting paid enough by

help bridge the gap between the indigenous

the tourists and their plight is quite

communities and the rest of society. Therefore

prominent. Tourism in indigenous areas

the United Nations and various NGOs should

should be consensual, and that would make

collaborate to create dialogue with these

them feel more secure in their areas.

communities and help preserve their traditions.

E X T R A S

T W E E T S

T R U M P

Aamiya Dhillon is politically incorrect

Christopher Columbus found the Americas

On July 30th, 2017, another such

by mistake. That being the first of a

controversial statement was carried by a blue

multitude of such ‘mistakes’ that have

bird. Abandoning all political correctness,

occurred on the holy land called the United

because in new age United States that’s a no-

States. From renaming ‘The Executive

no, China and past leaders of the USA were

Mansion’ and calling it ‘The White House’,

slandered by a very important person.

to November 8th, 2017- the American
diplomats have seen it all. Or at least, that is

China, in his opinion, did a capitalized

what they thought.

NOTHING to solve the problem with North
Korea and the United States of America

In this era of digital media, the renown and

would not let this carry on. Such spontaneity

cliché one forty characters define public

presumably being a reaction to the missile

opinion. However, the United States is now

test launches being carried out by North

seeing it define public policy as well. The

Korea.

open communication between the citizens
and their elected representative is marvelous

In these turbulent times, with fake news

and truly democratic. What with an apparent

reaches citizens in seconds, the United States

transgender ban on military service,

stays a step ahead. Its political figures ensure

reaching the Secretary of Defense through

that their stance is reported, in all its

news channels while ‘he was holding a glass

uncensored glory, to all who need to

of wine’.

understand the neglected alternate facts.

A S

U S E L E S S

A S

A

C A R P E T

F I T T E R ’ S

L A D D E R
Gayatri Singh expresses her views on the proceedings of the ECOSOC

A piece of advice delegates; if you persist in

The countries present, were discussing the

your folly, you’re only inviting nemesis.

impacts of tourism on the environment.

The second day of the third edition of the

Tourism is quite dangerous for the

SBSMUN started with young minds

environment in numerous ways by causing

determined to change the face of the word.

land degradation, air pollution, et cetera.

All present here, gave their everything to

The delegates were more or less

this conference. At the UNECOSOC,

paraphrasing each other’s statements. What

however, things were moving pretty slow.

they should understand is what goes on

inside the minds of the locals who are

The delegate of France stated that the

homeless. What they need to understand is

negative impacts of tourism on the

that there numerous people dying out there

environment should be tackled

due to air and land pollution.

internationally and that there should be laws
about tourism enterprises to make people do

All because of what?

biological social works. What the delegate

Tourism.

fails to understand is that there are laws

Something that gives us joy.

based on this issue however they are not

But little do we know that this joy is a

being implemented. Even if the delegates say

disaster for a specific section of our society.

they will implement these laws forcibly, they
don’t know how to nor do they have

What they need now, is a solution. There

problem-solving discussions.

have been a lot of solutions stated like,
“Guidelines need to be followed,” or,

The delegate of South Africa said, “We do

“Debate and discussion on this topic is

know that there are various impacts on many

required.” These are solutions that have

countries due to too many people who come

been mentioned and debated upon

to visit countries. They use or exploit

innumerable times.

resources and leave nothing for the locals.
Now what we have to think about is how to

Eco-tourism was also something mentioned

resolve such negative impacts.”

in this debate. Eco-tourism, according to
the International Eco-tourism Society, is

Honestly, the point made by the delegate is

defined as ‘responsible travel to natural

true but ‘thinking’ is not going to help

areas that conserves the environment,

anymore. What is needed now are solutions

sustains the well-being of the local people,

and implementations and that is clearly not

and involves interpretation and education.'

happening.
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Rupalika Johri and Devina Bhatnagar interview the Secretary General of
SBSMUN2017
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